
The Rocna Fisherman

New from Rocna

“We promise your Rocna will be the 
best anchor you have ever used or your 
money back!”

“One awesome anchor...sets easily and holds 
seriously...your anchor rocks!”  
Bill Parlatore, Editor: Passagemaker Magazine

“Better than any anchor we have used in 
the past - Bruce, CQR, Danforth...excellent 
versatility”  
Steve Dashew, Dashew Offshore and SetSail

The Rocna Fisherman

•  Designed specifically for the recreational  
    angler and scuba diver

•  Reliable setting and superb holding on a  
    variety of bottom types and water depths

•  Automatic, fail-safe recovery system

•  Easy to deploy and retrieve

•  Designed for multiple deployments in  
    one day

•  Top quality construction, best materials

•  Available in both 4kg and 6kg models

•  RINA certified to Super High Holding  
    Power - SHHP

A new anchor  
from Rocna - maker of the  

world's best!

Hold Fast Anchors Ltd 
Ph +64 9 447 1961 international 

Email:  enquiries@rocna.com
For your nearest local dealer visit our website  

www.rocna.com

We care for the environment and as such 
we've printed this on 100% recycled paper



Best by Design
The original Rocna new-generation anchor took 
anchor performance to a new level. Carefully 
designed and engineered, and manufactured to the 
highest possible standard from top quality materials, 
the Rocna original continues to offer the best 
possible anchoring security over a variety of bottom 
types. 

With models to suit almost every vessel from 5-metre 
runabouts to small ships, the original Rocna anchor 
has earned high praise from the world’s boating/
yachting press. It’s used by leading yachtsmen, 
boatbuilders, government agencies, marine police, 
navies, search and rescue organisations, and in 
commercial applications all over the world. 

Best by Test
The Rocna original anchor has consistently out-
performed other ‘new generation’ anchors, as well as 
all ‘old generation’ designs in independent testing.

In a recent example, conducted by Sail Magazine 
in the USA, Rocna came out the clear winner in 
comprehensive testing conducted in three separate 
locations.

Fourteen old and new generation anchors were 
tested for average holding power at three scopes in 
three locations over hard and medium sand bottoms.

The Rocna sustained an average maximum pull more 
than a third higher than the next-best brand before 
releasing and nearly five times higher than the worst-
performed model, not counting those anchors which 
refused to set at all.

For more information and copies of this and other 
tests go to: www.rocna.com

ensures it slides when required without fouling 
the shank. 

Rocna’s Fisherman won’t hang from the ‘recovery’ 
position once free of an obstruction and always 
repositions itself for an immediate re-set. The 
'heel' geometry prevents the rear of the flukes 
catching on the bottom when the anchor is 
dragged backwards and on retrieval the shackle 
returns to the rear of the shank for self-stowing 
on the bow roller.  

While the Rocna Fisherman sets and holds as well 
as the Rocna original, under certain circumstances 
the boat may drift up over the anchor. The 
shackle will then slide up the rail and trip the 
anchor.  Whilst the Rocna will typically reset 
immediately  an auxiliary fixed rode attachment 
point is fitted for use when anchoring overnight 
or when leaving the boat unattended. Setting 
performance is excellent whichever attachment 
point is used. 

The Rocna original offers the ultimate in anchoring 
security, but recreational fishermen and (scuba) 
divers may anchor several times in one day. They 
want an anchor that sets easily, holds reliably over 
a variety of bottom types and is easy to retrieve 
even in foul ground.

Retaining all the performance advantages of the 
original Rocna, the Rocna Fisherman features an 
automatic shackle rail retrieval system. 

The rode connector (shackle) slides along a dead-
straight rail to a recovery point at the front of the 
anchor. To free a fouled anchor, simply drive the 
boat over it while taking up the rode, then pull the 
anchor out front first from the opposite direction. 

Rocna recommend a single, heavy-duty, stainless 
steel shackle, its head able pass through either 
attachment point. The U of the shackle should slide 
along the rail, not the pin. Rocna uses high-tensile 
steel to eliminate bent shanks/rails; a shackle stop 
keeps the shackle in position, while the rail design
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